We show that quantum time correlation functions including electronically nonadiabatic effects can be computed by using an approach in which their path integral expression is linearized in the difference between forward and backward nuclear paths while the electronic component of the amplitude, represented in the mapping formulation, can be computed exactly, leading to classical-like equations of motion for all degrees of freedom. The efficiency of this approach is demonstrated in some simple model applications.
I
n statistical mechanics, time correlation functions are central quantities bridging the microscopic dynamics and fluctuations of a given system with macroscopic, phenomenological quantities, such as transport coefficient, relaxation times, and rates (1, 2) . Although relatively standard numerical methods provide a viable tool for their evaluation in classical systems (3, 4) , full quantum mechanical calculation of time correlations functions is currently out of the realm of affordable computation. Consequently, many approximate techniques have been developed to tackle this problem (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . In this article, we present a mixed quantum-classical approach, belonging to the family of so-called linearization methods (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , that addresses the evaluation of time correlation functions of nuclear or electronic operators evolving in the presence of nonadiabatic effects.
Theory
We begin by rewriting the function in a basis set defined as the tensor product of nuclear positions and diabatic electronic states 
[1]
Here, the Hamiltonian Ĥ contains the nuclear kinetic energy and an electronic part, ĥ el , with matrix elements h ,Ј (R), is the density matrix of the system, and we have chosen the operator B to be diagonal in the nuclear space. A convenient representation to account for the effects of the electronic transitions on the nuclear degrees of freedom is offered by the mapping Hamiltonian method (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . In this context, the n diabatic states are substituted by n harmonic oscillators with occupation number limited to 0 or 1, i.e., ͉␣͘ 3 ͉m ␣ ͘ ϭ ͉0 1 , . . . , 1 ␣ , . . . , 0 n ͘, and the electronic Hamiltonian becomes
where q and p are the positions and momenta of the oscillators. While leaving the nuclear motion unaltered, the mapping simplifies the electronic problem considerably and has been applied to study nonadiabatic dynamics in many semiclassical calculations (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . Its advantages become apparent once a hybrid momentum-coordinate representation is introduced for the propagators in the correlation function, for example
where
ͬ.
[4]
The transition amplitude between mapping states m ␣ and m ␤ is determined by a quadratic Hamiltonian that depends parametrically on the nuclear path. Thus, this amplitude can be evaluated exactly, for example, by using a semiclassical expression. A particularly convenient semiclassical choice, both computationally and from a theoretical viewpoint, is the Herman-Kluk representation (24), which provides us with the following expression for the amplitude
Here, ␥ is the (arbitrary) width of the coherent states used in the representation of the semiclassical propagator,
, and pq ϭ ␥ ϩ 1͞2. In the following, we shall set ␥ ϭ 1͞2. (q t , p t ), where, for example, q t ϭ (q 1t , . . . , q nt ) are the end points of classical trajectories starting at (q 0 , p 0 ) and evolving according to the classical counterpart of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2 (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . s t is the mapping variable action, and
is the square root of the determinant of the complex matrix that measures the stability of the mapping variable trajectories with respect to variations in the initial conditions. The Herman-Kluk expression of the mapping amplitude can be written in a form more convenient for our purpose by exploiting the properties of the underlying classical dynamics. The necessary steps, described in detail in refs. 25 and 26, can be summarized as follows: (i) The product of the exponential of the action (i.e., e ͑i/ -h͒st ) and the explicit phase factors depending on the initial and final points of the mapping trajectories (i.e., those of the form e Ϯ͑i/ -h͚͒q p ) is equal to the exponential of the integral of the trace of the electronic Hamiltonian times i͞2 -h. The trace contains a parametric dependence on the nuclear trajectory. (ii) The explicit form of Eq. 6 as a function of the nuclear path can also be derived from the mapping evolution equations, and it turns out to cancel exactly the trace factor just described. (iii) The fact that the quantity ͚ (q 2 ϩ p 2 ) is a constant of the motion can be used to rewrite the product of Gaussians in the mapping variables at the initial and final times of the propagation as a single Gaussian depending only on t ϭ 0 values. These observations can be combined to obtain
The semiclassical amplitude can then be conveniently rewritten by introducing a polar representation of the complex polynomials appearing in the above expression, thus
Here, G 0 ϭ e
Although the formal properties of the classical dynamics of the mapping variables have been exploited to derive the expression above, at this stage the mapping trajectory itself is still undetermined because it depends parametrically on the yet-to-bespecified nuclear path. As we mentioned before, however, the transition amplitude calculated via its semiclassical expression is exact. Any semiclassical propagator is, in fact, based on a stationary phase approximation of the path integral expression of the quantum propagator. The stationary phase analysis is exact if the action is a quadratic functional of the path (27) , and this is indeed the case for the mapping transition amplitude. The parametric dependence on the nuclear path in the transition amplitude does not affect this argument because it plays the role of a time-dependent external field with respect to the mapping subspace. Substituting Eq. 8 and its analogue for the backward propagator (identified by a tilde) in the expression for the correlation function, we obtain
Here, we employ a shorthand notation labeling the mapping oscillator states with their state index, e.g., m ␣ ϵ ␣. All manipulations performed so far are exact, and the nuclear evolution is still described at the full quantum level. To proceed toward a computable expression (10, 25) , we now change nuclear variables to mean, R k ϭ (R k ϩ R k )͞2, and difference, ⌬R k ϭ R k Ϫ R k , coordinates (with similar transformation for the momenta), and Taylor series expand the phase in Eq. 9. Truncating this expansion to linear order, all integrals over the difference coordinates and momenta can be performed analytically. For k Ͼ 0 they are integral representations of delta functions, while the integral over ⌬R 0 defines the partial Wigner transform (28) with respect to nuclear variables of the product Â, i.e.,
The time correlation function can then be expressed as
͵ dR 0 dq 0 dp 0 dq 0 dp 0
[11]
Eq. 10 is the main result of this article. The product of delta functions in this equation amounts to a time-stepping prescription in which the mean path evolves classically. Because the motion of the mapping variables is already classical, the calculation of the time correlation function has been reduced to a two-step procedure: (i) sampling of a set of initial conditions for the nuclei from a probability related to the partial Wigner transform of the thermal density times the operator Â, and a Gaussian distribution for the mapping variables; and (ii) integration of a set of coupled classical equations of motion for the mapping and nuclear variables. Note that, depending on the specific term of the correlation function that is being evaluated, the forces in these equations are determined by different linear combinations of pairs of diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the electronic Hamiltonian. The diagonal terms are identified by the final states in the propagators appearing in the original expression for the correlation function, whereas the off-diagonal terms are responsible for the feedback between nuclear motion and changes in the electronic populations. The latter are affected by the nuclear propagation through the parametric dependence of the classical counterpart of Eq. 2, but the coupling mechanism is not deducible from a single Hamiltonian. Despite this unusual characteristic, all propagations required in our approximate evaluation of the correlation function are classical and local in time and maintain the usual properties of classical, or quantum, mechanics (e.g., time-reversibility). Many approximate methods have been developed recently to sample the Wigner density for complex systems (11, 13, 14, 29) , and these can be used in the context of the nonadiabatic correlation function approach presented here. Therefore, in the following our focus is to test the representation of the multistate dynamics offered by our method. We shall explore its reliability by comparing with results from exact calculations on model problems.
Results

Two Coupled Morse Oscillator Surfaces.
We have chosen to calculate the correlation function C(t) ϭ ͗R(0) x (0)R(t) x (t)͘ for a twolevel system. Here, x ϭ ͉1͗͘2͉ ϩ ͉2͗͘1͉ is a purely off-diagonal electronic operator and R is the nuclear position operator. In our calculation, the density matrix corresponds to a pure-state Gaussian wave packet, ͉⌿͘ (22), placed on electronic surface ͉1͘ at t ϭ 0, and the explicit expression for the correlation function is then
The two terms in this expression involve system evolution governed by the full nonadiabatic dynamics induced by the Hamiltonian. In the first term, the observation selects out contributions to the correlation function that arise from a net amplitude transfer between states 1 and 2, whereas the second term describes the complementary evolution of the diagonal components of the propagators. The model system we study here consists of two Morse oscillator diagonal diabatic surfaces coupled by a broad Gaussian off-diagonal term centered at the crossing as displayed in Fig.  1 . The parameters for this model are given in ref. 22 . This is a rather challenging problem because the diabats are strongly anharmonic, and, at the energy we choose, nonadiabatic effects are always significant because the wave packet repeatedly traverses the coupling region.
In Fig. 2 , we present results comparing the real parts of the two terms in Eq. 12. Upper displays the diagonal contribution coming from the second term in the equation, and Lower gives the off-diagonal component. The off-diagonal signal is due entirely to population transfer from the initially occupied state, which explains its smaller amplitude. The high-frequency oscillations in these results arise from electronic coherent dynamics that appears to be well captured by our linearized approximation. The phase of these electronic oscillations is accurately described out to at least 0.6 ps. The lower-frequency modulation in the signal amplitude results from nuclear motion. The linearized approximation provides a reliable representation of this part of the signal up to about three characteristic periods, after which the amplitude is underestimated by about a factor of two, although the phase remains in good agreement with the exact result throughout.
To illustrate the effects of population transfer between the diabatic states on the correlation function, in Fig. 3 we compare results for the diagonal and off-diagonal components obtained by linearization within the diabatic approximation to the dynamics with exact calculations, and our nonadiabatic linearized approximation. In the diabatic approximation, the nondiagonal elements of the electronic Hamiltonian are neglected. Consequently, the off-diagonal term in the correlation function is identically zero at all times. Because in our model the coupling between the diabatic surfaces is appreciable throughout, the diagonal term and the diabatic approximation can only be accurate for very short times. The unphysical decay of this signal to zero results from the inaccurate representation of the electronic coherence and the diabatic approximation. As we see from Fig. 3 , our linearized approximation to the full nonadiabatic dynamics offers a significant improvement over this situation because it accounts for both the population transfer and electronic coherence very accurately. The quality of the agreement demonstrated above is maintained for the imaginary parts of the correlation function.
All results presented in this section were converged by propagating ensembles of only 1,000 trajectories. The sampling of the mapping variable initial conditions was restricted by employing the ''focusing'' approach that we developed in previous work (23) . In tests, unfocused ensembles of 25,000 trajectories gave results in agreement with those presented here.
Spin-Boson Test Model.
As a further demonstration of the generality of our approach, we have used it in calculations of nonadiabatic relaxation in a model condensed-phase system. Thus, we calculated the time-dependent average population difference, D(t) ϭ ͗ z (t)͘, for the well known spin-boson model (30) . The model consists of a two-level system with constant offdiagonal diabatic coupling, ⍀, between states, which is bilinearly coupled to a bath of harmonic oscillators. In our studies, we have used the ohmic spectral density of system-bath coupling, J()ϭ exp[Ϫ͞ c ], where is the friction (Kondo) parameter controlling the strength of the coupling between the system and bath, and c determines the range of important bath harmonic oscillator frequencies, .
This model dissipative quantum system has been extensively studied in both exact (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) and approximate (7, (37) (38) (39) calculations and is thus an ideal test case for our new algorithm. Makri and coworkers (34) showed that the infinite harmonic bath can be reliably replaced by a finite discrete set of as few as 10 oscillators, and we follow their prescription for implementing this model. In these calculations, the initial densities for the bath and system are uncorrelated so sb (0) ϭ (R 0 , P 0 )͉1͗͘1͉ where (R 0 , P 0 ) is the Wigner transform of the thermal harmonic bath density (39) , and the system is prepared initially in state ͉1͘.
In Fig. 4 , we compare results for the time-dependent average state population difference, D(t), computed by using the linear- ized path integral mapping Hamiltonian approach described in this article with exact results (7, 31) for moderate friction, over a range of temperatures determined by ␤ ϭ 1͞k B T. Our approach is clearly able to reliably reproduce exact results under these conditions, and we see the transition from damped coherent oscillation at low temperatures to incoherent dynamics at higher temperatures. We present a detailed exploration of the performance of our approach in ref. 26 , where, as expected, we find that agreement with exact results deteriorates at low temperatures and high friction, where coherent quantum bath dynamics and bath tunneling play important roles. Our linearized treatment of the bath modes must fail under these conditions, but we demonstrate that it performs remarkably well over a wide range of situations important for interpreting experimental studies of nonadiabatic excited-state electronic relaxation. Moreover, our approach converges well, requiring as few as 500 trajectories for these model condensed phase systems.
Conclusions
In this article, we presented an approximate technique for calculating nonadiabatic time correlation functions. The approach combines the mapping representation of the electronic degrees of freedom with the linearization approximation for the nuclear dynamics. The method we present here differs from other linearized approximate methods for treating nonadiabatic dynamics (29, 40) , which linearize in both nuclear and mapping variables. Our approach linearizes in only the nuclear variables, while the bilinear dependence of the mapping variables is treated fully quantum mechanically. A similar idea has been recently suggested in the context of a mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation approach (41) .
We demonstrated that our approach is able to reproduce exact results for a one-dimensional nuclear degree of freedom coupled to two highly anharmonic electronic surfaces. We also presented spin-boson model system results which indicate that the method will be useful for simulating excited-state dynamics in condensed-phase applications. The dynamical algorithm scales linearly with the number of degrees of freedom. On the other hand, the number of terms in Eq. 9 grows like the number of electronic states to the power four. However, only terms corresponding to electronic states coupled by the measurement need be considered. Because most experimentally relevant operators couple only a small number of states, the efficiency of the calculations should be preserved, and the method holds promise as a tool to study realistic condensed-phase systems.
Finally, in this work, we chose to represent the electronic system using a diabatic representation. The method can be generalized to situations in which an adiabatic basis is more appropriate.
